CyberArk CAU201 Exam
Volume: 40 Questions

Question: 1
VAULT authorizations may be granted to_____.
A. Vault Users
B. Vault Groups
C. LDAP Users
D. LDAP Groups
Answer: C

Question: 2
Which of the following options is not set in the Master Policy?
A. Password Expiration Time
B. Enabling and Disabling of the Connection Through the PSM
C. Password Complexity
D. The use of "One-Time-Passwords"
Answer: C

Question: 3
PSM captures a record of each command that was executed in Unix.
A. TRIE
B. FALSE
Answer: A

Question: 4
Which Cyber Are components or products can be used to discover Windows Services or
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Scheduled Tasks that use privileged accounts? Select all that apply.
A. Discovery and Audit (DMA)
B. Auto Detection (AD)
C. Export Vault Data (EVD)
D. On Demand Privileges Manager (OPM)
E. Accounts Discovery
Answer: C,D,E

Question: 5
As long as you are a member of the Vault Admins group you can grant any permission on any
safe.
A. TRUE
B. FALSE
Answer: A

Question: 6
Which of the following statements are NOT true when enabling PSM recording for a target
Windows server? (Choose all that apply)
A. The PSM software must be instated on the target server
B. PSM must be enabled in the Master Policy (either directly, or through exception)
C. PSM Connect must be added as a local user on the target server
D. RDP must be enabled on the target server
Answer: A,B

Question: 7
If a password is changed manually on a server, bypassing the CPM, how would you configure the
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account so that the CPM could resume management automatically?
A. Configure the Provider to change the password to match the Vault’s Password
B. Associate a reconcile account and configure the platform to reconcile automatically
C. Associate a logon account and configure the platform to reconcile automatically
D. Run the correct auto detection process to rediscover the password
Answer: B

Question: 8
For an account attached to a platform that requires Dual Control based on a Master Policy
exception, how would you configure a group of users to access a password without approval.
A. Create an exception to the Master Policy to exclude the group from the workflow process.
B. Edit the master policy rule and modify the advanced’ Access safe without approval’ rule to
include the group.
C. On the safe in which the account is stored grant the group the’ Access safe without audit’
authorization.
D. On the safe in which the account is stored grant the group the’ Access safe without
confirmation’ authorization.
Answer: D

Question: 9
What is the name of the Platform parameters that controls how long a password will stay valid
when One Time Passwords are enabled via the Master Policy?
A. Min Validity Period
B. Interval
C. Immediate Interval
D. Timeout
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